The Battle of Porto (Douro)
12th May, 1809
Based on the presentation made by the Author to the Oporto branch in 2019.

By Pedro de Brito
The year 1805 was a decisive one in the war between Napoleon and
Great Britain, and their respective allies. In March 1802, Britain and
France had signed an armistice, but a year later they resumed hostilities.
While Britain used her naval superiority to blockade most continental
ports, Napoleon began preparing for an invasion of England with a base
camp at Boulogne, nearest the narrowest Channel crossing between
both territories.
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However, on 21st October, 1805, Britain took advantage of her
strong navy and of the naval genius of her outstanding admiral, Horatio
Nelson1, and defeated the then allied French and Spanish fleets off Cape
Trafalgar on the Atlantic coast of southern Spain. Britain’s naval
victory was so radical, that Napoleon did not dare to use the seas any
more as easy strategic routes to supply and reinforce his expeditionary
forces, neither was he willing to go ahead with the amphibious
operation of England’s invasion, as he could not trust the French navy
to protect his troops while crossing the Channel.
Napoleon had gathered an extraordinarily large force at Boulogne
– la Grande Armée – but he had to use it against the two main
continental participants of the third coalition, the Emperors of Russia
and Austria. He began by defeating the Austrians at Ulm in October
1805, and then went on to defeat both the Allied Emperors at Austerlitz
on 2nd December, 1805, as radically as Nelson had defeated the French
navy at Trafalgar. A victory over the less powerful, but prestigious
Prussian army was still missing, but Napoleon achieved this less than a
year later at Jena and Auerstedt, on 14th October, 1806. No significant
adversary was thus left on the European continent, and the French
Emperor could now impose an anti-British economic policy with an
embargo on all trade exchanges with the United Kingdom, which he did
thirteen months after Trafalgar (21st November, 1806).
It was exactly the fact that Portugal failed to comply with this
embargo that led the French Emperor to order an invasion, which took
place at the end of November, 1807. In this he was seconded by the
Kingdom of Spain, where he had been acting as an umpire between the
two opposing political factions: that of the reigning couple and their
favourite Godoy, and the one of their son, the crown prince. But what
Napoleon really wanted was a direct dominion of the European nations,
for some of which he appointed his brothers as heads of state; in April
1

He had given relevant proof of his capacities by his defeat at Aboukir Bay, near
Alexandria, of the French fleet that had carried Napoleon’s expeditionary force to Egypt
in 1798, thus making this expedition innocuous. This battle also marked the beginning
of the Royal Navy’s dominant position in the Napoleonic wars.
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1808 he summoned the royal parents, Godoy, and the son for a meeting
at Bayonne luring them with a possible agreement between both parties.
It was just a decoy, and as soon as they crossed the border they were all
made prisoners and remained so until 1813.
Napoleon at once appointed his eldest brother Joseph to be King
of Spain, and the immediate result was an uprising that took place in
Madrid on the 2nd May against the French forces under the command of
Murat. From then on there was a permanent state of war in the Spanish
territory until 1813; Napoleon sent forces into Spain that at one point
peaked at about three hundred thousand, but although they had some
supporters, they were always opposed by the different regional Juntas
and the Spanish forces under these Juntas’ commands. What did not
help was the political diversity and lack of coordination between the
various Juntas – however the famous saying of Henry IV (the French
king from 1589 to 1610) also applies to the invading Napoleonic army:
“In Spain, small armies are beaten, but great armies starve”. As
mentioned above, no supplying or reinforcing of the French forces by
sea was dared, which meant that the French were totally dependent on
what they could extort locally, thus gaining the unappeasable hatred of
the local populace. Reinforcements also had to march on land, after
departing from the French-Spanish border.
The Spaniards did not prove to be very useful allies to the British,
mainly due to the above-mentioned lack of coordination. It turned out
that the Iron Duke was going to receive better support from the irregular
and guerrilla forces than he did from the regular troops. After the
Spanish Garrison of Porto left the city to join the rebellious Spanish
General Blake2 in Galicia, the rebellion against the Napoleonic
occupation in Portugal commenced on the 6th June, 1808. This rebellion
2

Blake was one of a significant number of Spanish generals who were descendants of
“wild geese” Irishmen (Lacy, O’ Donnell, O'Donojú, O'Neill, O'Neylle, Pedro
Sarsfield). Most of these generals coordinated their actions with Anglo-Irish generals
in the British army (Wellesley, Beresford, Lowry Cole, Hamilton, Pakenham,
Vandeleur, and Dennis Pack) in the war in Spain. Although there is no written proof to
date of irritability between them, their subconscious must have not made things easy.
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extended to the whole country, and thus Junot3 had to concentrate his
forces in the “narrow quadrangle of which Setúbal, Peniche, Abrantes
and Lisbon form the four points.” 4
Meanwhile, an expeditionary corps which had gathered at Cork
under the command of Lt. General Sir Arthur Wellesley for action in
the South American Spanish colonies, but given the uprisings in the
Peninsula, it was ordered to their support. After landing at Lavos, south
of Figueira da Foz, Wellesley marched to Lisbon following the coast,
and defeated Junot’s forces at Roliça and Vimeiro. This period, named
in Portugal ‘The First French Invasion’, finished on the 30th August
1808 with the Convention of Cintra. The British command in Portugal
was severely criticised on account of the terms and execution of the
Convention, and the generals concerned were subjected to an Inquiry.
Lieutenant-General Sir John Moore, who had gained a reputation
as the first great trainer of British light infantry5, was then appointed
Commander in Chief in Portugal and decided at once to march with an
expedition into Spain. He had the bad luck to coincide with a visit made
by Napoleon to the Spanish territory where the Emperor assumed direct
command of the French troops in the Peninsula, bringing with him a
strong reinforcement, and Moore was forced to retire to La Coruña
where, although he beat Marshal Soult on 16th January, 1809, he was
killed in action and his forces were evacuated by the Royal Navy.
Thus Soult was free to invade Portugal, which he did in March
1809 with success, via Chaves on the northern frontier of Portugal,
followed by a decisive battle against the Porto defences on the 29th of
the same month. Although Napoleon insisted he was to pursue a course
to Lisbon, Soult remained in Porto, and never succeeded in sending his
3

Général Jean-Andoche Junot commanded the French force which invaded Portugal in
November, 1807, forcing the Portuguese Royal Family to move to Brazil. He took over
the running of Portugal until his defeat by Wellesley at Vimeiro on 21th August, 1808.
4 Oman, Charles The History of the Peninsular War, Oxford – Clarendon Press, 1902,
Vol. I, p.217.
5 Cf. Colonel J. F. C. Fuller D.S.O. Sir John Moore’s System of Training, London:
Hutchinson & Co., (1924).
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troops beyond the river Vouga. Meanwhile Wellesley had been
exonerated in London by the Convention inquiry and was appointed to
be the supreme commander of the British forces in Portugal. He
returned to Lisbon on 22nd April, 1809, and on the 29th left for Coimbra,
where he had ordered the concentration of all the forces under his
command, as he planned to activate an attack against the enemy.

Deployment of forces in the Peninsula in May 1809 (French troops had
been reinforced with Napoleon’s visit to the Peninsula in 1808)

In March, Major-General William Beresford had been appointed
Commander in Chief of the Portuguese Army. He began at once to
reorganise the troops which had been disbanded by Junot, and gave
them rigorous training, for which he contacted British officers, not only
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those on half-pay, but also those serving in British line regiments,
offering them immediate promotion of “one step up in rank”6. When he
met Wellesley at Coimbra, he recommended that Portuguese units be
incorporated in the marching columns, as he thought them already fit
for action.
Wellesley, who unlike Moore, was firmly convinced that the
Portuguese territory could be defended, faced two options of action
against the nearest French forces. One was to attack Soult’s army corps,
which was still occupying the city of Porto and surrounding region, and
in theory the provinces of Minho and part of the coast of Beira. The
other was to march into Spain and attack Victor’s corps, which was
located between Spanish Estremadura and Andalusia. His logical
decision was a first attack on Soult, which would expel French forces
from Portugal, and allow the city of Porto to pursue its trade with
Britain – furthermore, being situated near the coast, he would have
immediate support from the Royal Navy sailing nearby, if needed.
As soon as he arrived in Coimbra, Wellesley organised his
available forces into brigades7, each made up of three battalions and one
company of riflemen from the 60th Foot. He accepted Beresford’s
suggestion to include one Portuguese battalion in four of these British
brigades, although most of the Portuguese were to march under the
direct command of their Portuguese army commander in chief.
Wellesley planned an attack on Porto in three columns, one on the
main route, another nearer the coast, under the command of Rowland
Hill, and a third one to the East, under Beresford – with a Portuguese
army column reinforced by a British Brigade under Brigadier Charles
Tilson. The important purpose of this column was to support Brigadier
Silveira’s recently failed attempt to close a retreat route to Portugal’s
Brito, Pedro de “British officers in the Portuguese service”, in XXXV International
Congress of Military History –Warfare in the Age of Napoleon. Comissão Portuguesa
de
História
Militar,
Lisboa,
I
Vol.,
pp.
572/3.
Online
https://www.academia.edu/34780108/British_officers_in_the_Portuguese_service
7 Only on 18th June of the same year did he copy the divisions of the French army.
Charles Oman – Wellington’s Army 1809-1814, London: Edward Arnold, 1913, p.165.
6
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eastern frontier, through which Soult might unite his corps with
Victor’s, for an attack on Southern Portugal.
Beresford’s column began its march on the 6th May, and was joined
by Sir Robert Wilson’s Caçadores brigade8 at Viseu on the 8th. They
proceed further to Lamego, to where Silveira had retreated with his
men, after being beaten at Amarante by Loison on 2nd May. Now that
he was supported by Beresford’s force, Silveira returned back across
the Douro at Régua to establish a bridgehead on the river’s right bank.

Marching order to Porto

Meanwhile Wellesley had begun his advance to Porto a day after
Beresford, and sent an outflanking column of two brigades under the
command of Rowland Hill along the coast, crossing the river Vouga’s
extensive estuary in a large number of fishing and “moliceiro”9 boats
which had to be gathered for the purpose. Hill marched forward to
Michael Glover – A very slippery fellow – The life of Sir Robert Wilson 1777-1849,
Oxford: OUP, 1978, pp.64/5
9 These typical, still-existent boats collected seaweed to be used as fertilizer.
8
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outflank one French infantry division (Mermet’s) and one cavalry
brigade (Franceschi’s), which were indecisively moving to the north of
the Vouga; indeed so indecisively, that Nicholas Trant, an Irish
lieutenant colonel in the Portuguese service10 in command of a motley
force of militia units and a volunteer corps of Coimbra University
students during the whole month of April, had been able to delay the
above-mentioned French forces from crossing the Vouga.
Wellesley’s vanguard included the 14th and the 16th Light
Dragoons; one subaltern from each regiment, Hawker and Tomkinson,
left memoirs11 in which they describe their advance on Porto, and
Hawker, who was not wounded as his comrade severely was, describes
the part he took in the battle12. After crossing the Vouga, the 14th came
in contact with a large cavalry column of Franceschi’s division which
Hawker estimates was 4,000 strong13; the British dragoons did not
engage until supported by British infantry and artillery. Mermet and
Franceschi were then made to retreat and did so in such a hurry, that
10

Who had been recruited a year before, and had commanded the Portuguese forces
involved in the Battles of Roliça and Vimeiro.
11 Hawker, Peter - Journal of a regimental officer during the recent campaign in
Portugal and Spain, London: J. Johnson, 1810 / Tomkinson, William - The Diary of a
cavalry officer, London: Swan Sonnenschein, 1894.
12 “On the 9th we proceeded towards the Vouga; and after having crossed the river,
picquetted - as was supposed, at the distance of two leagues from the advanced posts of
the enemy. On discovering this, our object was, if possible, to take them by surprise;
accordingly, rigid orders were issued, that during the day no man be visible to the
enemy; and by night the strictest silence was preserved throughout our lines. We
marched at one on the morning of the 10th; and such extreme caution was observed in
whispering the words of command, that our advanced troops moved on without being
heard by those in the rear, who (being in such rocky passes, the brigade were only able
to march in single file) had to form their junction under some difficulties. These were
increased by the utter darkness of the night. Nor was it without danger, as well as
impediments, that we got forward over these rough roads with the aid of a guide, to
ascertain our point. We had then arrived in a campaign country, where our brigade
advanced, on an open road, in columns of half-squadrons. At five we came in sight of
the enemy's vedettes formed in line; and were joined by a strong squadron of Portuguese
cavalry. This rencontre occasioned as much surprise to the enemy as we had felt on the
preceding day on hearing the French were in possession of Albergaria-a-Nova, to where
an officer had been sent forward to procure billets for our troops.” (Hawker pp. 46-48).
13 (Hawker p.49) It is certainly overrated: the four light cavalry regiments would never
be more than 3.000; they were even fewer.
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Hill’s column, whose original purpose was to outflank them, confronted
the 31e Léger at Feira, as Fantin des Odoards relates.14

Skirmish between British and French Dragoons at Grijó

Later, at Grijó, Mermet, with some support from Franceschi’s cavalry,
tried to build a sort of defence line in the local woods. The first to reach
it were the two cavalry regiments of Wellesley’s main column, the 14th
and the 16th Light Dragoons15. Both Mermet’s infantry and Franceschi’s
cavalry were unable to resist Wellesley’s spearhead, and they retreated
into V.N.Gaia, on the opposite bank of the river Douro, facing Porto.
On the night of the 11th May, they crossed the Douro across the bridge
of boats, which Soult had immediately blown up.

14

Journal du Général Fantin des Odoards, Paris: 1895, pp.230/1.
Print of Henri L’Évêque “The attack on the Fort of Grijó, on 11th May 1909” (Printed
on copper plate by Colnaghi & Co, 1813). This print includes in the left hand corner an
episode that strongly nauseated Hawker : “... the Portuguese rabble ... the scull of one
French officer ... they broke to pieces, scattering the brains on every side …” (p.50),
but further on he will understand the hatred behind this: “Among other objects of horror,
we observed the bodies of six Portuguese hanging, besides one which had dropped
down, in a state of putridity ... four of the sufferers were priests” (Hawker, pp.51/2).
15
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Soult also had all the
boats removed from the left
bank of the river and brought
to the right bank to be under
close surveillance of his
troops; although he thought
Wellesley was going to
attack at the mouth of the
river, with close support
from the Royal Navy. He

Soult’s headquarters, at present16

ordered Franceschi to use all his light cavalrymen to intensively patrol
up to Fort S. João at the river mouth, which Soult could easily observe
from his headquarters, but he ignored any outflanking upstream.
Wellesley had been to Porto once, on 25th June, 1808, before the
Roliça-Vimeiro Campaign, for a meeting with the Bishop and the
country’s Supreme Junta. From the Bishop’s palace (X) he observed the
Serra do Pilar Monastery (X) opposite, on the south bank of the river.
Being one of the most terrain-sensitive commanders in military history,
Sir Arthur immediately ascertained and kept in his memory that the
southern slope of the monastery hill – even though a low hill – would
hide an army from observers high up on the city’s cathedral’s towers.

Porto Cathedral and Bishop’s Palace (X) – Serra do Pilar Monastery (X)
16

Now the Museu Nacional Soares dos Reis.
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On his advance to Porto, as Mermet’s and Franceschi’s troops were
escaping to Porto from the Grijó confrontation with his full army,
Wellesley sent cavalry scouts to V.N.Gaia, who confirmed that all
French troops had crossed to the north bank and that the bridge had been
blown up. He ordered all his brigades to camp behind the Monastery,
where they were gathered as the sun rose on the morning of 12th May.

Battle of Porto - 1813 city map

Wellesley then moved on to the Monastery grounds, where he set
up his command post. Both his and Soult’s command posts are
identified in this 1813 city map with a dot (Wellesley’s in red, Soult’s
in black). The main difference concerns Soult’s, which had been his
headquarters the previous month, for the French marshal had a good
view of the river mouth, where he was counting that the action would
take place – he remained here until he had to act at the Seminary battle.
Wellesley had arrived on horseback, and within the steep
monastery grounds he then rode west to east and east to west, high up
above the river, when the action began taking place in plain sight, on
the opposite bank. As soon as he arrived, he observed that there were
46th Annual Report, ©2019 British Historical Society of Portugal
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no French forces on the right bank, but seeing how all the boats seemed
to be collected there, he sent members of his staff to try and find out if
any vessels had been left on the south bank. One of his best scouts, Maj.
Waters17, found a barber at Coimbrões who had escaped the French
vigilance and crossed to the south bank in his skiff. He informed Waters
there were a couple of barges east of the city that had no sentinels
watching them; with the help of the barber and the Dominican Prior of
Amarante’s Monastery, Waters brought these boats to the south bank.

The Seminary - now the ‘Colégio dos Salesianos do Porto’ school

Once Sir Arthur had been informed that the barges had been
retrieved, he immediately ordered Rowland Hill to cross the river with
his brigade, climb the scarp, and occupy the Seminary. This took some
time, as the barges only transported 30 soldiers at a time, and only two
were used. The best description of this early phase of the battle, is that
John Waters, at the moment attached to Wellesley’s staff, was Brigadier Charles
Stewart’s ADC. He transferred later to the 1st Portuguese Line, however, when back in
the British army, he pursued a successful career, progressing to Lieutenant-General
(Stuart Reid, Wellington’s Officers, Nottingham, Partizan Press, 2011, Vol. III, p.181).
17
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of Ensign Thomas Bunbury of the 1st Battalion of the Buffs, the first
unit to cross the river. Charles Oman, a prolific user of Peninsular War
memoirs, nevertheless ignored these. They are essential reading18.
“On the 12th May, 1809, the night preceding the battle of Oporto, I slept in a field of
standing corn, on the left bank of the River Douro…. In our ignorance, we imagined
that the French had abandoned the city, as none of them were seen, when the Light
Company, and that under the command of Brevet-Major Wellington, to which I
belonged, were ordered to the banks of the river, opposite the Seminário, where we
crossed in two boats that had been brought to our side of the river for that purpose. I
passed with the men in the second boat, and the Light Company was pushed forward as
an advanced picquet, no enemy as yet having appeared..... I heard the firing of musketry,
and being the only officer in the court-yard, which led to the road from which the firing
was heard, I sallied out to support the Light Company with such men as I could collect;
these were nearly the whole of my company. We had not proceeded far before we met
the Light Company retreating before a superior force, and Cameron, its captain, ordered
me back, when the whole re-entered the Seminário. I was posted at the iron gateway of
the court-yard, with orders to let in any of our men, but to exclude their pursuers; these
however entered the garden, and endeavoured….. to get between us and the river, so as
to prevent the passage of more troops coming to our assistance. The affair was rather
serious…. The advancing French made a great noise when marching—every small
party having a drummer thumping away with all his might, and against these poor devils
of drummers our fire was principally directed. We shot several, and our opponents did
not seem to get on well without them….The men were in the meantime anxious to blaze
away, in order to give our opponents an idea that the party was more numerous ….. I
observed that our men generally were better shots than the French, possibly the powder
was superior….. In these skirmishes, the enemy always appeared to lose more men than
we did. Our opponents were now in full retreat, and I made for the first regiment I could
discover on the British side. This proved to be the 29th Foot. The head of the column
was on the point of charging the rear of the French, who, through the heavy sand, were
endeavouring to get away from them. At this critical moment a staff-officer rode up to
the head of the 29th and ordered the men to halt. The officer commanding the regiment
seemed unwilling to obey, but the staff-officer, placing his horse across the road, said,
“Sir, I order you to halt, to let the cavalry pass to the front.” The 29 th Regiment was, as
may be conceived, much disappointed. The cavalry, in passing, kicked up a great dust,
so that nothing could be seen. I had, however, already noted that the ground was not
suited for cavalry to act upon with effect. By this time the enemy had reached a deep
cut through a sand hill, on the road leading to Guimarães, and a number of them,
perceiving our cavalry in pursuit, scrambled up the sides of the road, and remained there
to cover the retreat of their column. The whole space was lined with sharpshooters, and
the loss inflicted upon our brave fellows, who could not get at them, was dreadful.
Amongst the wounded was Colonel Hervey, who lost an arm. I think it very doubtful
whether our cavalry ever reached the rear of the French column in this charge…. The
Marquis of Londonderry and Sir William Napier blame the 29th for not supporting the
cavalry; but, for my own part, I never yet saw a Frenchman who would not run away as
fast as any Englishman could follow him. Soult’s retreat from Oporto proves the truth
of this remark. (Thomas Bunbury, Reminiscenses of a Veteran, 1861, Vol.I, pp.30-8).
18
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Wellesley, besides sending Hill’s column over the river, knowing
that the ferry boat upstream at Avintes which had been scuttled by the
French was now almost fully repaired by the locals, also sent Murray to
help finish the ferry boat repairs. When usable, he was to cross the river
with the King’s German Legion, so as to be able to outflank the enemy.

Current photo of the artillery batteries’ site in the Monastery grounds
(notice the round church at the back)19

Sir Arthur worried about giving full protection to the troops
crossing the river to the Seminary, and thus ordered all the artillery he
could gather to the Serra monastery grounds. The best report of the
artillery action is that of Major-General Sir Alexander Dickson.20
19

Photo taken from the north bank, from the Seminary - the exact battle site. The
distance is less than half a mile as a crow flies, effective for most artillery at the time.
20 “Sir Arthur then ordered some guns to be brought up to the convent where we were
which would command the landing place of our troops on the opposite side and would
protect their formation; these guns were ordered to remain concealed until wanted.
General Hill’s Brigade then moved towards the point where the boats were, and 300
men went over. If the enemy had had any conception of the thing, passing in that way
would have been totally impracticable; they continued the passage until the brigade
was nearly over, when a strong column was discovered advancing from Oporto against
them. The first two guns that got to our convent were Portuguese 6 Pounders; these
were then brought forward and opened by Col. Framingham … with such effect, that it
checked and drove back the column for a time and assisted the troops in their formation:
Captain Lane’s Brigade immediately got up to the same place. A brisk attack was now
made by the enemy in great force on General Hill’s brigade which defended itself nobly.
I have heard the Buffs particularly mentioned.” (The Dickson Manuscripts …. of the late
General Sir Alexander Dickson: The Royal Artillery Institution, 1905, Vol. I, pp.20/1).
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Dickson was an outstanding gunner, who served in the Portuguese
Artillery, but later went back to the British Royal Artillery, where
Wellesley appointed him commanding officer of all artillery in the
Peninsula, above the head of some of his senior comrades 21. Again,
Charles Oman ignored Dickson’s memoirs, and used unpublished
manuscripts of one of the two British artillery battery commanders,
Capt. Lane22.
Although only 30 foot soldiers could be ferried across at a time in
each barge, Hill’s brigade was able to cross the river and occupy the
Seminary. First the Buffs occupied the Seminary before the French
were warned of their presence. The first high ranking French officer to
find out about the British presence was Général de Brigade Foy23, who
immediately summoned one of his brigade’s regiments, the 17ème Léger,
to attack the Seminary, but only succeeded in doing so at 11.30.
Meanwhile he had sent his ADC, Brossard, to Soult’s headquarters to
warn his commander-in-chief that the British were already in the city.
The British units in the Seminary resisted the attack by the 17ème,
resulting in a large number of casualties for the Buffs. Foy had urgently
requested his division commander Delaborde for reinforcements, and
this lieutenant-general immediately ordered the division’s 70ème Ligne
to the site, although neither French regiment had artillery support, as
the first French gun to reach the Seminary was completely destroyed together with its crew and train - by the first shot of the Allied batteries
on the opposite bank, which by now counted eighteen guns (Portuguese,
British, and German).24
21

Duncan, Capt. Francis History of the Royal Regiment of Artillery, The Naval and
Military Press Ltd., n.d., Vol. II, pp. 346/7
22 Oman, Charles A History of the Peninsular War, Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1903, Vol.
II. p.338, n.1
23 Later the author of Histoire de La Guerre d’Espagne et du Portugal sous Napoléon,
Paris: Baudoin Frères, 1829, Vols. I-IV, one of earliest French histories. But there is no
reference to this action, as his text does not go beyond 1808.
24 Oman, using Lane’s manuscripts, repeats the Royal Artillery Captain’s information
that this first shot – also the first Shrapnel shell to be used in the Peninsula – was fired
by one of his guns (Oman p.338). But this does not agree with what Dickson reports
(Note 20) who, being present there as an independent witness, is more trustful.
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The intensive artillery barrage that followed made any more
French guns easy targets, and thus they were unable to support their
French infantry units in harassing the Allied units from crossing the
river and from attacking the Seminary – the 2/48th and the 2/66th Foot,
the 16th Portuguese Line25 and the 1st Battalion of Detachments26.
Meanwhile Soult had received ADC Brossard’s warning, and he
immediately ordered Merle’s division, which was garrisoned in
downtown Porto, keeping surveillance on all the boats tied to the quay,
to abandon these boats and advance at quick march to support their
comrades at the Seminary. As soon as the French left, all the civilians
who were hiding indoors, ran to the quay, untied the boats, and crossed
over to the south bank, where they picked up the British troops at Vila
Nova de Gaia which had marched down at once to the riverside. The
first unit to cross was the 29th Worcestershire, one of whose subalterns,
Leslie of Balquhain (a Highlander serving in an English regiment),
wrote in his memoirs about his part in the battle. Charles Oman refers
to Balquhain’s memoirs; the other two memoirs which Oman refers to
are those of the Adjudant of the 3rd (Scots Fusilier) Guards, Captain
William Stothert, and that of John Cooper of the 7th Foot - one of the 32
N.C.O.s and privates of this regiment, which together account for 13%
of the 252 Peninsular War eye-witness accounts listed by Oman27.
However, Oman failed to quote anything from these latter two
memories,, although it has to be said that the Guards were not involved
much in the fight here, and the 7th Foot even less so.

25

This regiment had already proven itself in the fight at Grijó, and now behaved
accordingly, as Wellesley confirmed in his dispatch to the Secretary of State for War,
Viscount Castlereagh (The Dispatches of Field Marshal the Duke of Wellington,
London: John Murray, 1835, Vol. IV, pp.298-300).
26 Charles Oman (p.339) mentions the Battalion had crossed to downtown Porto, but
Wellesley’s dispatch to Castlereagh from the 12th May confirms it crossed upstream to
the Seminary (The Dispatches ... Vol. V, p.299).
27 The remaining 87%, although including a couple of civilians, were mostly officers.
Society for Spanish and Portuguese Historical Studies – Bulletin “Military memoirs of
the Peninsular War as sources for the contemporary history of Portugal: a critical
survey”, Millersville PA: Millersville University / Warrenburg MO: Central Missouri
State University, Winter, 1992, Vol. XVII, Nº1, pp.19-26.
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From Leslie, Oman quoted just a single paragraph, and therefore it
is worthwhile to transcribe some of Leslie’s account of the battle:
“About two o'clock in the morning on the 12th May, we were
aroused by the noise of a loud explosion which shook the ground. We
immediately got under arms, and soon afterwards learned that the
enemy had retired across the Douro, and had blown up the bridge of
boats. It was now clear that our commander was determined to force
the passage of the Douro, and to drive the enemy from Oporto…. we
proceeded with great expedition to Villa Nova, which is a suburb of
Oporto, situated on the left bank of the Douro. We were halted in the
steep narrow streets, and the column of sections well closed up. The
inhabitants told us that from the top of their houses they could see the
French under arms in the streets and squares in the town opposite …
Word was passed from the rear to open right and left to let the Guards
pass, but we resolved that no one should go before us, and passed the
word back that we were so crowded that it was impossible to open out
to let anyone pass, so we remained at the head of the column, and near
the edge of the water, concealed from the view of the enemy only by
some houses.
In the meantime Sir Arthur Wellesley had ordered the artillery to
take post in the garden of the Convent of St. Augustine, which is situated
on a commanding height at Villa Nova, and commands the city on the
other side of the river. We soon afterwards heard a partial cannonade,
and then volleys of small arms … from General Hill's division, which
was crossing over immediately above the town, under protection of our
artillery, while a division of Germans, under General Murray, crossed
the river four miles higher up at Avintes.
Soult now observing that the attack became very serious, and that
his retreat might be endangered, began to evacuate the town. This being
observed, we were ready to take advantage of it. Signs were made to
the inhabitants, some of whom, availing themselves of the confusion in
the enemy's army, instantly brought over several boats. The 29 th
Regiment immediately jumped into them, and pushed across in the frail
barks, for many of the boats were in a dangerous state, being much
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shattered by the explosion the previous night. We succeeded in gaining
the opposite shore with no other opposition than a few straggling shots,
as the enemy hastily retired to the upper part of the town …. We
immediately entered the town, and advanced up the main street, amidst
the acclamations of the people, and the ladies, who from the upper
windows and house-tops kept cheering, waving their handkerchiefs,
and shouting, "Viva! Viva!"….. the streets as we advanced were
strewed with French baggage which had been abandoned in their
haste…… We then turned down on our right where the high road enters
from Valença, on which the enemy was retreating to Amarante. Here
our leading company, the Grenadiers, began to fire upon them. They
made little resistance, and made off in haste and confusion abandoning
a brigade of artillery and some ammunition wagons, and many were
killed and wounded by our fire. We left sentries to protect the wounded,
as the Portuguese mob was threatening to kill them. On getting clear of
the town we turned to our left into an open space …. which, the enemy,
who occupied a rocky height on our right, opened a smart fire upon us.
We did not stop to return it, but pushed on …. and immediately attacked
the enemy, whom, after a smart skirmish, we drove from the heights.
This was their last stand. We now had a splendid view of their whole
army in full retreat. We re-formed and rushed down after them. They
made no fight, every man seemed running for his life, throwing away
their knapsacks and arms, so that we had only the trouble of making
many prisoners every instant, all begging for quarter, and surrendering
with great good humour.
The 29th were the first troops that crossed direct into the centre of
the town of Oporto, and, led on by Sir John Sherbroke….. The passage
of the Douro was certainly a daring and dashing enterprise. There was
Marshal Soult established, one of the best of the French marshals, with
a large and well-appointed force under his command. The town is a
very defensible position, having a broad and rapid river in its front,
over which he had destroyed the means of passage; and he had secured
all the boats of every description, so that a formidable resistance might
easily have been made.
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Notwithstanding … we overcame every obstacle, bearded the
Marshal in his den, and in a few hours drove him from his stronghold,
which speedily obliged him to make a hasty retreat, and to evacuate the
whole kingdom of Portugal. There is no doubt but that the French had
very bad intelligence regarding our force and movements. It would
appear that they never dreamed that we would have had the hardihood
to attack them in front, and expected that we would have disembarked
to the north of Oporto, so as to threaten their rear, and communication
with Spain. One of our officers found a French plan of a section of the
country, in which were detailed all the ports and points of defence from
the mouth of the Douro along the coast to some distance northward …
and instructions for defensive measures should the English attempt to
disembark. Indeed, so little was our hostile visit expected, that even the
Marshal himself had left his dining-table with his dinner untouched, for
the benefit of his more fortunate opponent, our Commander-in-Chief.
When we first entered the town there was not a soul to be seen in
the streets. All the doors and lower windows were closed up. The people
appeared to have gone to the upper stories and roofs of the houses, but
as we advanced and gained ground on the enemy ….. the rabble, urged
by hopes of plunder, began to appear and to seize everything they could
lay their hands upon; they had also knives in their hands ready to
despatch the French wounded, had they not been prevented by us….
One fellow, with a sword in one hand and a pistol in the other, marched
alongside of us, shouting ‘Death to the French!’ but when the French
balls came whistling rather fast about our ears, he quietly dropped to
the rear … Our gallant commander, Sir Arthur Wellesley, with his usual
foresight.…. had detached a force of British and Portuguese troops,
under Marshal Beresford, to intercept the retreat of the French. Owing
to our supplies not having been able to keep pace with the rapid
advance of the troops, and the difficulty of getting them across the river,
it was found impossible to follow up the pursuit of the enemy.”28
28

The Military Journal of Colonel Leslie, R.H., of Balquhain, whilst serving with the
29th Regt. in the Peninsula, and the 60th Rifles in Canada, 1807-1832, Aberdeen
University Press,1887, pp.111-116 .
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Stothert’s29 and Cooper’s30 accounts are nevertheless interesting,
as they show how Porto’s citizens welcomed the British troops, after
having been abused for over a month by the French occupiers.

“The Guards now received orders to advance, and were embarked as they reached
the Douro, under the superintendence of Colonel Donkin; with the most perfect
regularity. Although harassed by a fatiguing march of upwards of eighty miles in four
days, over a most difficult country, yet no sooner they formed on the opposite shore,
than the whole began to run up the steep streets of Oporto, and continued their exertions
until the head of the column was ordered to halt. In passing along, the brigade was
cheered with repeated shouts of ‘Viva los Inglezes’ by the inhabitants, who hailed the
British as their deliverers. The smiles of the young ladies at the balconies, their white
handkerchiefs waving as the troops approached, and the prayers of the aged,
accompanied with tears formed a most interesting scene. The way was obstructed by
the artillery and waggons of ammunition abandoned by the enemy in his retreat. Amid
these lay the bodies of the dead and wounded Frenchmen, already stripped by the
Portuguese, exhibiting a most painful sight. The brigade had only halted a few minutes,
when a considerable number of prisoners, chiefly wounded, were brought in, and the
enemy, who at first made a show of maintaining his position, finding himself pressed
on both flanks, retired in great confusion, after a spirited charge of the 14th Dragoons
by Major Hervey, towards the hill of Valongo, about a league in front. There the
commander stopped for the night, satisfied with the advantages obtained.” (A narrative
of the principal events of the Campaigns of 1809, 1810 &1811, in Spain and Portugal;
interspersed with remarks on local scenery and manners. A series of letters by Captain
William Stothert, Adjutant 3rd Foot Guards, London: P. Martin, 1812. pp. 40-42).
30 “Wellington decided to retake the place, ordered the army to move; and although the
roads between Coimbra and Oporto were very bad, yet we reached Oporto on the fourth
day, and drove out the enemy. The last day's march was really horrible, under a
scorching sun and clouds of dust. The road was narrow, and little or no water all the
way. We had heavy knapsacks, sore feet, and after marching between twenty and thirty
miles, for a finish, we ran, to get into action, about four miles, to a town opposite
Oporto, called Villa Nova; but the enemy were beaten before we arrived, and gave us
the slip by a hasty retreat. The enemy, to prevent our crossing the Douro, had burnt the
bridge, therefore we had to wait for boats. Having crossed the river, we marched up the
steep narrow streets. The people were mad with joy; every window, balcony, and door
was crowded with people crying ‘Viva los Inglezes! Viva los Inglezes!’ waving
handkerchiefs and scattering roses, etc. on the passing troops. We were quartered in a
splendid mansion in the highest part of the city. In this palatial edifice our men did
justice to a grand dinner which had been prepared for the French officers. Of this I
tasted not, as I feared the food was poisoned. In the streets many Frenchmen were lying
dead. Some artillery were left, and 700 sick in hospital. Oporto is large, but like most
Portuguese towns, its streets are very steep and narrow, sloping down to the Douro. It
may be about one hundred and sixty miles from Lisbon.” (Rough notes of Seven
Campaigns in Portugal, Spain, France, and America, during the tears 1809-10-11-1213-14-15, by John Spencer Cooper - Late Sergeant in the 7th Royal Fusiliers. London:
John Russell Smith / Carlisle: Geo. Coward, 1869 pp.7/8).
29
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At the Seminary other events occurred besides those related by
Bunbury (#18). When Hill’s column began to cross, Wellesley had
considered joining them, but he was persuaded by his staff31 and some
Portuguese who knew the conditions of the unfinished Seminary, that
he would run the risk of being captured or wounded. As he wanted a
senior officer on the other side, he sent Lt. General Edward Paget, his
second-in-command, to accompany the troops to the Seminary. Paget
did so at once, crossing in the third barge with the Buffs, but he was
unlucky in the Seminary, for he was soon shot in the right arm, which
had to be amputated later32. He was immediately replaced by Rowland
Hill. This is colourfully shown by Christa Hook in this original painting.

The Buffs at the Seminary, with their regimental colours.
Wellesley’s second-in-command, Lt.-Gen. Edward Paget lies seriously wounded.
He was replaced by Gen. Rowland Hill – shown wearing a bicorn hat33
31 Soriano/Luz, Historia da Guerra Civil e do estabelecimento do Governo Parlamentar

em Portugal, Lisboa, Imp. Nacional, 1871, Guerra da Peninsula, 2ª E. Tomo II, p.265.
32 He returned to England to recover, and only returned to the Peninsula in 1812, after
the Battle of Salamanca. On the way back from Burgos, after the advance to Madrid,
he was captured by a French patrol and kept prisoner in France until the end of the war.
33 Christa Hook’s acrylic painting©, by kind permission of Mr. Nick Haynes.
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As mentioned before, Brigadier Murray’s march to Avintes and the
crossing of the Douro at the head of the King’s German Legion had a
main purpose: to outflank the enemy from the east and hinder its escape
in the direction of Amarante. Murray was successful in crossing the
river and reaching Soult’s fleeing column, but did nothing to stop it.
When Wellesley’s Adjudant-General, Brigadier Charles Stewart (Lord
Castlereagh’s younger brother, and future Marquis of Londonderry)
feared there was nothing being done to oppose the French escape, he
took the initiative of rushing to join the squadron of the 14th Light
Dragoons which had crossed the Douro with the KGL, and persuade its
commanding officer, Major Harvey, to charge the enemy. This cavalry
charge against foot soldiers is referred to by Bunbury (# 18), by Leslie
(# 29), and by Stothert (# 30), but the best description is that of Hawker,
who as a 14th Dragoons’ subaltern, naturally took part in the charge34.
“We crossed the Douro about 12 o'clock, accompanied by General Murray's brigade,
consisting of the whole Hanoverian Legion …. about a league above Oporto … On
landing, we took our position on a height, where we had an uninterrupted view of the
town, and of the direct attack made by General Paget's division … We could see for
several miles and distinctly observe the whole of the enemy's cavalry retreating. Orders
were then given to make an attempt to cut off some of the rear troops …. we descended
to the valley, making a flank movement for some distance parallel to the Douro, when
a Staff Officer came up, with the information that one of our regiments was very hard
pressed, and that the Cavalry must advance immediately for its support. …. We then,
forming up in threes, passed all our lines at a full gallop; whilst they greeted us with
one continued huzza. After this, going almost at speed, enveloped in a cloud of dust,
for nearly two miles, we cleared our infantry, and that of the French appeared. A strong
body was drawn up in close column, with bayonets ready to receive us in front….. In a
few seconds, the ground was covered with men and horses: notwithstanding, we
penetrated the battalion opposed to us … which, relying on their bayonets, did not give
way till we were nearly close upon it, when they fled in great confusion. …. this contest
was kept up, hand-to-hand; and was severe. After many efforts we succeeded in cutting
off 300, most of whom were secured as prisoners: but our own loss was very
considerable. Our squadron consisted of scarcely 40 file … of the 52 men composing
the front file, 10 were killed, 11 severely wounded (besides others slightly), and 6 taken
prisoner … For my own part, my horse being shot under me, the moment after a ball
had grazed my upper lip, I had to scramble my way on foot, amidst the killed and
wounded among whom the enemy were continually firing—and thus effected my
escape from this agreeable situation …. Our commanding officer and squadron had the
satisfaction of receiving thanks from the Commander-in-Chief … the comment of the
French General ought not to be omitted, in his opinion,: ‘we must have all been drunk,
or mad; as the brigade we had attacked was nearly 2,000 strong’.” (Hawker pp.53-57).
34
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Soult escaped to Galicia, as all attempts by Wellesley’s main force
and Beresford’s flanking column – including Silveira’s troops, failed to
stop him. However Porto was back in the Allies’ hands, and would
forever remain so, enabling the local British merchants to return and
pursue trade with Great Britain. However, immediately after the battle,
recognition was not given to Sir Arthur Wellesley, but to Nicholas Trant.

Mythical Portuguese print of the victory at Porto 35
dedicated to Nicholas Trant, whom Sir Arthur Wellesley appointed
Governor of Porto, and Commanding Officer of the City’s garrison
35

Depicting the Lady City of Porto being raised from among its ruins by Britain and
Lusitania, the latter bestowing the city its ancient traditions and the former depicted as
the victorious British Army which, accompanied by Victory, came to her rescue. The
Douro, changing from tears to sweetness, reveres and is overwhelmed. In the distance
can be seen the battle when the British beat the French and came rushing across the
river, whilst at the same time the exultant people come out to welcome them.
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Pedro de Brito was born and educated in Porto, and served as a reserve
lieutenant in Portugal and Angola up to 1965. Back from Africa he worked in
his family company, of which he became C.E.O. in 1976. He retired from the
company in 1984 to study History at Porto University, graduating top of his
class in December 1988. He then pursued post graduate research in Modern
History, choosing the early modern social and economic field. He specialised
in the merchant bourgeoisie, as well as in military social history and the
Peninsular War, in which capacity he assists the Porto Military Museum.
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